As the Cloud Computing model evolves over the next decade data centers will scale from tens of thousands of servers to 100's of thousands of servers. Server performance will also scale with the adoption of high performance multicore processors that will drive the need for high speed networking to provide them the data for their applications. Currently 10G Ethernet is emerging as the interconnect that meets current needs. As servers move to 40G connections, the need for 100G Ethernet will come to the forefront. This talk will explore the data center networking evolution and how 100G Ethernet can meet its future needs. It will also review current standards efforts and emerging technologies that may address the cost and performance that is required.
Write Up:
Scale Data Centers are being developed with a flat topology and with traffic patterns which are fundamentally different that previous Enterprise Data Centers. The preference for the flat network of switches, along with the advent of "Big Data", result in increased horizontal traffic, which drives a fundamentally different deployment of vertical and horizontal bandwidth.
Enterprise data centers are traditionally thought of as being process end points -the classic client-server computing model. Concise requests are presented to the server, which then processes the request and provides a concise reply. This permitted quite high oversubscription ratios. A 48 port switch could have 48 GE downlinks, and two 10GE uplinks. Assuming redundancy in the fabric, this was a 4.8:1 oversubscription ratio, which was still seen as generous. The client-server model has sufficient elasticity to accommodate the oversubscription. The aggregation layer would also permit oversubscription. The mid-layer switches were subtended to the core, with the concept that traffic was between the servers and the core, and was primarily vertical, not horizontal. This meant that a network feed into the data center of 10GE would see a switch matrix with 100:1 to 1000:1 oversubscription, serving 1K to 10K servers w/ GE uplinks. lanes. These servers will now be able to theoretically drive dual 10G ports to saturation, or adequately utilize a 40G link.
Moving to a server links of dual/quad 10G or dual 40G will drive overall network capacity to new levels. Assuming 9,216 servers in a cluster, that would be an applied load of between 184 and 737 terabits. This would require a multi-tiered network to accommodate the overall connectivity and physical span. Inter-chassis links are also required between the second tier of switches. Assuming a mesh topology for second tier switch interconnect, such as is shown below, we will need 12 links per chassis dedicated to this interconnect. Ideally two links should be used for redundancy and improved bandwidth. This takes away from the downlinks.
So we can dedicate 32 ports for inter-switch links, 96 ports for down links. This yields 16 switches in the second tier. This is still not a fully non-blocking since each switch is 3:1 oversubscribed for certain flows. Moving to 64 downlinks and 64 inter-switch links yields 32 switches in the second tier. Moving to four 10G ports per server, 48X10G first tier switches and maintaining a non-blocking second tier yields 48 switches in the second tier for a fully nonblocking configuration.
Extrapolating forward from today's switch capacities and densities we can visualize a switch chip device with 1.6Tbs of switching capacity or 16X100GE ports plus an inter-switch fabric of 1.6Tbs. Eight of these devices plus a fabric interconnect would be required for each 128 port 100G network switch. 
